Burgers vectors of the involved dislocations (24), a jog is produced on each threading dislocation when the stacking boundary crosses the “forest” of threading dislocations (Fig. 4D). In turn, the stacking-boundary dislocation acquires a kink for each crossing. The production of a jog on each threading dislocation costs energy, and the total energy barrier of all the needed crossings is much larger than the Peierls glide barrier encountered for pure glide within a rotational domain. Thus, the threading dislocations impede the stacking-boundary motion. Because the threading dislocations only occur at the rotational-domain boundaries, we explain the experimental observation that the stacking boundaries become stuck at the rotational boundaries. The crossing of the threading dislocations is temperature activated. The lower the temperature, the longer the stacking boundaries are pinned at the rotational boundaries. In contrast, the glide motion within rotational boundaries is independent of temperature in the observation range.

We can also understand why stacking boundaries preferentially advance (Fig. 2) along the unique direction of the misfit dislocations within each rotational domain. The array of misfit dislocations within each rotational domain constitutes a periodic array of obstacles for stacking-boundary motion unless, as observed, the stacking-boundary dislocation moves along the misfit dislocations themselves.

The experiments under sulfur exposure can also be explained by the atomistic details of the dislocation structures. When sulfur is deposited on a 2-ML Cu/Ru(0001) film, the striped pattern of misfit dislocations responsible for the rotational domains breaks down (Fig. S3), and a well-ordered triangular pattern appears (18, 19) that lacks rotational domains (Fig. S4B). The unit cell of this pattern (Fig. S4) is a small triangular unit with sides composed of misfit dislocations and threading dislocations at the three corners (18). Nevertheless, the stacking domains still persist and are observed as before in bright-field conditions (Fig. 3). As in 2-ML Cu/Ru(0001) without sulfur (Fig. 1A), there are still two different possibilities for stacking the second Cu layer on top of the first. However, the threading dislocations are now uniformly distributed within the film. The stacking boundary dislocations now encounter a closely spaced (<7 nm apart) distribution of threading dislocations, so the stacking domains evolve smoothly at our observation scale, which is larger than the film’s threading dislocation spacing (the LEEM resolution is ~10 nm). Therefore, the stacking boundaries move smoothly with no preferred directions (Fig. 3).

In summary, we have shown how observing thin-film microstructure evolution in real time and in real space can determine what process controls the healing of crystallographic defects.

In the Cu on Ru system, all the microstructure interactions can be observed and understood; it serves as a model of thin-film evolution in which the detailed interactions can be fully modeled (25). Given the ubiquity of dislocations in heteroepitaxial films, we anticipate that our key finding, that dislocations interactions control the rate at which extended defects heal themselves, will hold in many other metal and nonmetal systems.
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A Microbial Arsenic Cycle in a Salt-Saturated, Extreme Environment

Ronald S. Oremland,1* Thomas R. Kulp,1 Jodi Switzer Blum,1 Shelley E. Hoef,1 Shaun Baesman,1 Laurence G. Miller,1 John F. Stolz2

Searles Lake is a salt-saturated, alkaline brine unusually rich in the toxic element arsenic. Arsenic speciation changed from arsenate [As(V)] to arsenite [As(III)] with sediment depth. Incubated anoxic sediment slurries displayed dissimilatory As(V)-reductase activity that was markedly stimulated by H2 or sulfide, whereas aerobic slurries had rapid As(III)-oxidase activity. An anaerobic, extremely haloalkaliphilic bacterium was isolated from the sediment that grew via As(V) respiration, using either lactate or sulfide as its electron donor. Hence, a full biogeochemical cycle of arsenic occurs in Searles Lake, driven in part by inorganic electron donors.

The microbial life that exists in brines of exceptionally high salinity has been a topic of fascination to microbiologists (1, 2). Primary productivity in hypersaline ecosystems is driven by oxygenic photosynthesis, as typified by salt-adapted microbes like Dunaliella parva that provide the organic carbon needed to sustain a microbial food chain. Typical heterotrophs obtained from such locales are either obligate aerobes or fermentative anaerobes (3). Some also have the ability to respire nitrate, but the importance of this scarce anion as a respiratory electron acceptor in high-density brines has not been studied. In extremely hypersaline environments that have
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salt concentrations that approach saturation (e.g., $\geq 300$ g/liter), the otherwise ubiquitous process of sulfate reduction is either notably absent or greatly diminished (4–6). Likewise, methanogenesis is either feeble (7) or undetectable (6). The most likely reason for this is that the metabolic pathways of these two processes generate insufficient energy to meet the higher requirements of maintaining an internal osmotic gradient against the strong external salt milieu (4). Hence, any anaerobe with a respiratory metabolism that can live at extremely high salinities must be able to link its oxidation of carbon substrates to biological oxidants considerably stronger than sulfate or carbonate so as to yield more energy. For example, the selenate-respiring bacterium, *Selenihalanaerobacter shriftii*, was isolated from Dead Sea sediments (8), but the scarcity of this element in the brine means that this process is probably not of quantitative importance to the biogeochemical cycling of carbon.

In comparison to sulfate ($\text{SO}_4^{2-}$/HSO$_3^-$; electrochemical potential $E'_{\text{SO}_4^{2-}} = -516$ mV) (9) or carbon dioxide (CO$_2$/CH$_4$; $E' = -244$ mV (9), arsenate [As(V)] reduction to arsenite [As(III)] is a more robust bio-oxidation (10), with a much higher electrochemical potential (arsenate [HAsO$_4^{2-}$/arsenite [H$_2$AsO$_3^-$]; $E' = +60$ mV) (11). Although arsenic is usually thought of only for its toxic properties, several prokaryotes metabolize arsenic oxyanions to gain energy for growth. Arsenate respiration and chemosynthetic arsenite oxidation occur in prokaryotes from broadly diverse phylogenetic groups and a variety of environments (12).

Relatively high concentrations of arsenic oxyanions occur in several soda lakes of the western United States (13), originating from hydrothermal springs that are common in this volcanically active region. Arsenate acts as an important respiratory electron acceptor in Mono Lake, second only to sulfate, for the oxidation of organic carbon by anaerobic bac-
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**Fig. 1.** Searles Lake vertical sediment depth pore-water profiles of (A) arsenate [As(V)] and arsenite [As(III)] and (B) sulfide, methane, and ammonia.

**Fig. 2.** (left) Incubation experiments with sediment slurries from Searles Lake under anoxic (A and B) or oxic (C) conditions. (A) Reduction of arsenate; (B) formation of arsenite; (C) oxidation of arsenite to arsenate. Symbols represent the mean $\pm 1$ SD of three slurries. **Fig. 3.** (right) (A) Anaerobic growth of strain SLAS-1 on lactate plus arsenate at a salinity of ~330 g/liter and pH 9.8. (B) Salinity and pH range for growth of strain SLAS-1. (C) Anaerobic growth of strain SLAS-1 with sulfide as the electron donor. Arrow indicates addition of more (0.5 mM) sulfide to samples after 23 days of incubation. In all of the panels, symbols represent the mean $\pm 1$ SD of three experimental growth cultures.
teria (14). Searles Lake is located in the Mojave Desert about 270 km south-southeast of Mono Lake. The major ionic constituents of the Searles Lake subsurface brine are (given as molality, m; moles per kilogram of solvent) Na+(7.43), K+(0.78), HCO₃⁻ + CO₃²⁻ (0.64), Cl⁻ (5.25), SO₄²⁻ (0.73), and BO₃³⁻ (0.46), as reported previously (15, 16).

Searles Lake surface brine is unusually enriched in arsenic [XAs ≈ 3.9 mM; for methods, see (17)]. In a sediment core pore-water profile, the speciation of dissolved arsenic oxyanions changed from predominantly As(V) (88%) in the overlying water to predominantly As(III) (84%) by 7-cm sediment depth (Fig. 1A). The As(V) + As(III) content of the pore waters ranged from 84% to 97% of the overlying water, indicating that only minor loss of arsenic oxyanions was attributable to the formation of thioarsenites (18, 19), by adsorption onto mineral surfaces or by chemical precipitation as a mineral phase (e.g., arsenopyrite). Other relevant major anionic brine constituents were chloride (range = 4.7 to 5.0 m), sulfate (range = 0.66 to 0.79 m), and phosphate (range = 16 to 20 mM), but none displayed any trended variation with core depth (20). Nitrate was not detected, but traces of sulfate, methane, and ammonia were present (Fig. 1B), indicating generally reducing conditions in the sediments, which contrasted with the slightly oxic conditions (dissolved oxygen = 6.3 μM) found in the overlying water. For comparison, the sulfide and methane concentrations were roughly a factor of 10 and 100 less, respectively, than what we reported in the anoxic bottom waters of Mono Lake (14), and a factor of 10 to 100 less for the methane concentrations in Mono Lake sediments (21). This supports Oren’s hypothesis (4) of a near-absence of sulfate reduction and methanogenesis in salt-saturated (i.e., Searles Lake), anoxic environments (6). The arsenic speciation patterns in Searles Lake sediments were consistent with our observations of the stratified water column of Mono Lake, which were attributable to microbial reduction of As(V) in the anoxic zone and oxidation of As(III) in regions where dissolved oxygen, or nitrate, were present (14, 22, 23). To test whether the pore-water arsenic speciation observed in Searles Lake sediments was also attributable to microbiological processes, we conducted sediment incubation experiments (17).

Anaerobic sediment slurries reduced As(V) to As(III), whereas no activity was noted in autoclaved controls (Fig. 2, A and B). Addition of lactate, an electron donor used by many As(V) respirers (10, 12), modestly increased the rate of As(V) reduction. When inorganic electron donors sulfide or hydrogen were added, As(V) reduction was even more rapid, suggesting that these may be important in situ lithotrophic electron donors in this system, similar to other extreme systems (18, 24). Recovery of As(III) from added As(V) was generally only about 60 to 70% and was only ~10% in the slurries amended with sulfide (Fig. 2B), because of the formation of thioarsenites (20), which are soluble in alkaline, carbonate-rich solutions (18, 19). Live aerobic slurries rapidly oxidized As(III), whereas no oxidation occurred in the killed controls (Fig. 2C). Thus, a full biogeochemical cycling of arsenic occurs in Searles Lake, mediated by microbial aerobic oxidation of As(III) and anaerobic reduction of As(V).

We cultivated enrichments of anaerobic, As(V)- respiring prokaryotes adapted to the “extreme” conditions of Searles Lake by using our artificial brine (17) plus As(V) as the electron acceptor. Because this study preceded the sediment slurry investigations, we did not attempt to cultivate enrichments of cultures using inorganic electron donors. We used lactate as the electron donor based on our earlier success at isolating As(V)-respiring heterotrophs from Mono Lake (25). Over the course of 1 year, a stable population grew that was transferred every other week into fresh medium and subsequently purified by serial dilution. The isolate, strain SLAS-1, was a curved, motile rod that grew (doubling time ~48 hours) by oxidizing lactate to acetate plus HCO₃⁻ while reducing As(V) to As(III) (Fig. 3A), according to the stoichiometry noted previously (25) but recalculated for the actual concentrations used in the medium (17):

\[
\text{Lactate}^- + 2\text{HAsO}_4^{2-} + H^+ \rightarrow \text{Acetate}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{AsO}_3^- + \text{HCO}_3^- \quad \Delta G_r = -201.7 \text{ KJ}
\]

Strain SLAS-1 did not grow at salinities below 200 g/liter and had roughly equivalent growth rates at salinities >200 g/liter (Fig. 3B). Optimal growth was at pH 9.5, with little growth below pH 9.1 (Fig. 3B). Thus, strain SLAS-1 was well adapted to the extreme chemical conditions of Searles Lake. We also demonstrated that strain SLAS-1 could grow by using sulfide as its electron donor with As(V) as its electron acceptor (Fig. 3C). We noted, but did not quantify, the production of thioarsenites during this growth. Thioarsenites probably accounted for half of the reduced form of arsenic (+3 oxidation state) present by the end of growth because the ratio of As(V) consumed to As(III) produced was 2:1 rather than the expected 1:1. Hence, this microbe has a capacity for either heterotrophy or lithotrophy with regard to its ability to use either an organic (lactate) or inorganic (sulfide) electron donor to sustain its growth while respiring As(V). Further proof that strain SLAS-1 was able to grow as a chemolithoheterotroph came from its ability to carry out dark HCO₃⁻ fixation into cell material when grown on sulfide plus As(V). Dilute washed suspensions (2.2 × 10⁷ cells ml⁻¹) of sulfide-grown...
Physical Limits and Design Principles for Plant and Fungal Movements

Jan M. Skotheim and L. Mahadevan

The typical scales for plant and fungal movements vary over many orders of magnitude in time and length, but they are ultimately based on hydraulics and mechanics. We show that quantification of the length and time scales involved in plant and fungal motions leads to a natural classification, whose physical basis can be understood through an analysis of the mechanics of water transport through an elastic tissue. Our study also suggests a design principle for nonmuscular hydraulically actuated structures: Rapid actuation requires either small size or the enhancement of motion on large scales via elastic instabilities.

From the twirling circumnutation of growing tendrils to the opening and closing of stomata to the growth of fungal hyphae, plants and fungi are moving all of the time, often too slowly to notice. Rapid movements, thoughrarer, are used by many plants in essential functions such as seed or sporangium dispersal, carnivory (Dwarf mistletoe, Hura crepitans, and the fungus Pilobolus) pollen emplacement, (Catavsetum orchids and Stylidium trigemerplants); defense (Mimosa); and nutrition (Venus flytrap, carnivorous fungi). The mechanisms involved in these movements are varied: Hura crepitans uses explosive fractures to disperse seeds at speeds as great as 70 m/s, the Venus flytrap uses an elastic buckling instability to catch insects in 0.1 s, and the noose-like carnivorous fungus Dactylaria brochophaga traps nematodes in less than 0.1 s by swelling rapidly.

The diversity of these nonmuscular hydraulic movements, often referred to as nastic movements, raises two related questions: Is there a physical basis for their classification? What, if any, are the principles underlying the biological designs for rapid movements in plants and fungi? To address these, we note that plants and fungi have a common feature that allows us to consider them together here: a cell wall that allows their cells to sustain a large internal (turgor) pressure of up to 10 atm, which may be driven by differential turgor, which may be e.g., by osmotic control or passively...